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We demonstrate that two coupled photonic-crystal waveguides can route two subsequently arriving
light pulses to different output ports even though the pulses are only 3 ps apart. This rerouting of
light is due to an ultrafast shift in the transmittance spectrum triggered by the generation of electrons
and holes in the Si base material by a femtosecond laser pulse. The use of slow-light modes allows
for a coupler length of only 5.2 �m. Since these modes are not directly involved, the 3 ps dead time
is solely determined by the duration of the input pulse rather than its transit time through the
device. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3153989�

Future data networks operating at speeds of terabits per
second will be based on photons as information carriers
rather than electrons. Pioneering work on the way to this
technology has demonstrated nanophotonic devices that can
switch their light transmission on or off on a picosecond time
scale, for instance, based on ring resonators1–3 or Mach–
Zehnder interferometers.4 Recently, an alternative design has
been proposed, which relies on mode interference in two
side-coupled waveguides to selectively route light to differ-
ent output ports.5 Due to the use of slow-light modes in
photonic-crystal waveguides, the practical realization6,7 of
such a nanophotonic directional coupler �DC� features a total
footprint as small as 10 �m�10 �m. However, its capabil-
ity to reroute light has so far only been demonstrated on a
microsecond time scale by modulating the device
temperature.7

In this letter, we employ femtosecond laser pulses to
investigate how fast the DC can be operated. We show that
the device can route two subsequently arriving light pulses to
different output ports although they are only 3 ps apart. Since
the slow-light modes of the device are only indirectly in-
volved, the device speed is not limited by the transit time but
solely by the duration of the input pulse itself and, thus, the
optical bandwidth of the coupler.

Our DC is schematically shown in Fig. 1�a�. It consists
of two parallel waveguides embedded in a Si photonic-
crystal membrane. As in a conventional DC, side-coupling of
these waveguides leads to the formation of two Bloch super-
modes with frequency � and wavevector k. The electric field
of the first mode is symmetric with respect to the symmetry
plane between the two waveguides, whereas the second
mode is antisymmetric. The dispersion relation ��k� of both
modes is sketched in Fig. 1�b�. When a probe pulse with
center frequency � is fed into input port IN1, a superposition
of the symmetric and antisymmetric mode is created. Since
the modes exhibit a wavevector difference �k, the resulting
light field will spatially beat between the two waveguides.5,8

In particular, after a propagation length of � /�k, the light
intensity is mainly localized in the second waveguide. The
photonic-crystal environment allows for a tailored dispersion

such as in Fig. 1�b�. The slow-light modes with flat slope
vg=�� /�k lead to a large increase in �k when the frequency
decreases from �1 to �2. In our device, light at frequency �2
is transferred to the second waveguide after only 5.2 �m of
propagation, whereas light at the slightly higher frequency
�1 is still in the first waveguide. Therefore, light of fre-
quency �1 or �2 will exit the DC at output port OUT1 or
OUT2, respectively. In order to reroute light of frequency �1
to output port OUT2, the dispersion relation has to be shifted
up by some frequency �1−�2. In our experiment, this shift is
realized by changing the refractive index of the Si base ma-
terial via the absorption of an ultrashort pump pulse.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic of the ultrafast rerouter. A probing light
pulse enters a photonic-crystal based DC at input port IN1 and is coupled
out at output port OUT1. Illumination of the device by a pump pulse re-
routes subsequent probe pulses to output port OUT2. �b� Dispersion relation
of the symmetric and antisymmetric Bloch supermode of the two side-
coupled waveguides. �c� Transmittance spectrum of the DC at 20 ps before
arrival of the pump pulse. The shaded area indicates the spectral range of the
probe pulse used in the switching experiments. �d� Illustration of the rerout-
ing process. Probe light which leaves the DC before excitation by the pump
pulse exits at OUT1, and probe light arriving at the DC after excitation exits
at OUT2.
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Details on the fabrication and characterization of the DC
can be found in Refs. 6 and 7. In order to increase mechani-
cal stability and to provide an appropriate heat sink, the 220
nm thin Si membrane is embedded in SiO2.9 The DC input
and output ports are connected to Si ridge waveguides, and
optimum coupling of light into and out of the 5.2 �m long
DC region is enabled by two 2.4 �m long interface regions.
The Si membrane is illuminated from above, as sketched in
Fig. 1�a�, by pump pulses with a duration of 100 fs full width
at half maximum of the intensity �FWHMI�, a center wave-
length of 800 nm, and a repetition rate of 80 MHz from a
Ti:sapphire laser oscillator. The excited Si area has a diam-
eter of about 20 �m FWHMI such that the absorption of
each pump pulse leads to the generation of a homogeneous
electron-hole plasma in the Si parts of the DC. We estimate
that about 1% of the incident pump power is absorbed in the
Si membrane. The instantaneous device transmittance is
probed by laser pulses with a variable bandwidth from 1 to
20 nm FWHMI and a center wavelength of 1486 nm, which
are derived from the same laser system using an optical para-
metric oscillator and a grating-based reflective pulse
shaper.10 These probe pulses are delayed with respect to the
pump pulses by an adjustable delay and coupled into input
port IN1. The transmitted probe light is picked up either at
output port OUT1 or OUT2 by a lensed fiber and fed into an
optical spectrum analyzer. In this way, we can record the
transmitted probe spectrum as a function of the delay � be-
tween pump and probe pulse. Here, �=0 means that pump
and probe pulse arrive at the same time at the center of the
DC.

Figure 1�c� shows the transmittance of the DC as a func-
tion of wavelength �=2�c /� at �=−20 ps, that is, for an
unexcited sample, since the probe pulse arrives 20 ps before
the pump pulse. Note the spectral oscillations that exhibit a
complementary behavior for output ports OUT1 and OUT2.
For example, in the shaded region around �=1486 nm of
Fig. 1�c�, the transmittance from IN1 to OUT1 is maximum,
while it is nearly zero from IN1 to OUT2. We now use a 1.2
nm FWHMI wide probe pulse in order to investigate the
dynamics of the transmitted light at this specific wavelength.
Assuming a bandwidth-limited Gaussian pulse, this width
corresponds to a pulse duration of 2.8 ps FWHMI.

Figure 2 shows the key results of this experiment. The
colorscale plots of Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� display the probe in-
tensity spectrum detected at OUT1 and OUT2, respectively,
as a function of wavelength � and the pump-probe delay �.
For delays ��−2 ps, the probe pulse sees an unexcited DC
and thus arrives at OUT1, whereas no intensity arrives at
OUT2. The situation reverses for delays �	2 ps at which
the IN1-to-OUT1 path is closed but the IN1-to-OUT2 path
opened. Figure 2�c� displays the total probe power arriving at
OUT1 and OUT2 as a function of the pump-probe delay.
Note that the two signals change by more than 80% within
less than 3 ps. In other words, our DC can route subsequently
arriving light pulses to different output ports even when the
pulses are separated by less than 3 ps.

What determines the 3 ps “dead time” of the rerouting
process? Upon arrival of the pump pulse, the refractive index
of the Si jumps to a new value within the 100 fs duration of
the pump pulse,11 and so do the instantaneous transmission
properties of the DC. Therefore, as illustrated by Fig. 1�d�,
the leading part of the probe pulse, which has already left the
DC before arrival of the pump pulse, is coupled out at

OUT1. Similarly, the trailing part of the probe pulse which
has not yet entered the DC will be directed to OUT2. The
remaining part of the probe pulse that is just inside the DC
when being excited by the pump pulse can be neglected. This
is justified since the transit time L /vg=0.1 ps of the probe
pulse through the DC is much smaller than the 2.8 ps dura-
tion of the probe pulse. Here, L=5.2 �m is the DC length
and vg=0.15c the group velocity, as estimated from the band
structure of the DC.6 As a consequence, the probe power
arriving at OUT2 is proportional to the red part of the pulse
area in Fig. 1�d�, and we have

probe power at OUT2 
 �
−�

�

dt I�t� . �1�

Here, I�t� is the instantaneous intensity of the incident
Gaussian probe pulse with a duration of 2.8 ps FWHMI cen-
tered at time t=0. The probe power at OUT1 is obtained by
a similar calculation. Figure 2�c� shows excellent agreement
with the experimental data. Therefore, the dead time of the
ultrafast rerouter is solely determined by the duration of the
probe pulse. This finding seems counterintuitive as our DC is
based on slow light. However, as seen in Fig. 1�b�, the slow-
light modes are not populated by the probe pulse and partici-
pate only indirectly by inducing large wavevector changes
for small frequency shifts. Note that the DC literally “cuts”
the incident probe pulse in two shorter pulses in the vicinity
of �=0. This notion is consistent with the broader measured
transmission spectra at these small pump-probe delays in
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�.

Figure 2�c� also shows the dynamics of the DC transmit-
tance on longer time scales. The data suggest that the DC
relaxes into its initial state on a time scale of about 0.4 ns.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental data demonstrating the ultrafast rerout-
ing of light for an absorbed pump energy of about 6 pJ. �a� Spectra of the
probe pulses arriving at output port OUT1 as a function of the pump-probe
delay �. �b� Same as �a� for output port OUT2. �c� Measured total probe
power arriving at OUT1 and OUT2 as a function of � �symbols�. Thick solid
lines are calculations based on Eq. �1�.
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This decay is governed by the lifetime of the pump-
generated free electrons and holes.11

In order to understand the switch mechanism of the DC
in more detail, we have also measured the DC transmittance
with broadband probe pulses at various pump-pulse energies.
Figure 3�a� displays the transmittance for a pump-probe de-
lay of �=−20 ps, that is, long before arrival of the pump
pulse. The rigid redshift in the transmittance spectra with
increasing pump energy arises, since the cumulative absorp-
tion of pump pulses with a repetition rate of 80 MHz leads to
a stationary increase �T in the DC temperature. The result-
ing refractive-index change �n=��T of the Si exceeds that
of the SiO2 by far since the thermo-optic coefficient �=1.8
�10−4 K−1 of Si is more than one order of magnitude
larger.12,13 We will therefore only consider the effects of the
refractive-index change �n of the Si in the following. As can
be shown by perturbation theory,14 �n induces a shift in the
frequency c /�r of each DC eigenmode r, which is deter-
mined by

��r

�r
= pr

�n

n
. �2�

Here, 0 pr1 is the fraction of the mode energy that is
concentrated in the Si parts of the DC. Provided the shifted
modes couple as efficiently to the connected ridge wave-
guide as the unperturbed modes, the entire transmission
spectrum of the DC undergoes a rigid wavelength shift �� of
the order of ��n /n. Since � is positive in Si, an increasing
temperature induces a redshift in the transmission spectrum,
in agreement with the experimental data in Fig. 3�a�. For the
rerouting results of Fig. 2, the observed redshift in ��
=0.35 nm implies that the DC temperature has increased by
roughly 4 K.

Finally, Fig. 3�b� shows transmittance spectra for a posi-
tive pump-probe delay of �=10 ps, that is, long after arrival
of the pump pulse. In contrast to Fig. 3�a�, we now observe a
blueshift in the spectra and, in addition, a reduction and

broadening in the transmittance peaks with increasing pump
energy. At this delay, the pump-induced change �n in the
refractive index is dominated by the Drude-type conductivity
of the electron-hole plasma,11 which implies a negative
Re �n and thus a blueshift in the DC eigenmodes. However,
the existence of free electrons and holes in the Si also opens
new channels for the absorption of the probe light,15 and one
has a positive Im �n. We attribute the observed reduction
and broadening in the transmittance peaks to such free-
carrier absorption. Alternative mechanisms for decreased
transmittance are an enhanced reflectivity of the DC input or
an increased light scattering out of the device plane. We can
rule these mechanisms out since they should then be also
operative for the redshifted data in Fig. 3�a�, and lead to a
similar peak reduction and broadening, which is not ob-
served. For our DC, the optimum shift is ��=−5 nm at
which the additional losses due to free-carrier absorption are
still acceptable. We summarize that the switching action of
the DC can be understood as an ultrafast blueshift in the
unperturbed transmittance spectrum shown in Fig. 1�c�.

In conclusion, we have shown that we can reroute light
from one output port of a 5.2 �m short DC to another output
port as fast as 3 ps. In contrast to alternative designs,2–4 the
device speed is not limited by the transit time but solely by
the duration of the input pulse itself. Therefore, a faster re-
router can only be realized by increasing the usable input
bandwidth of the device. Our results also suggest the use of
the DC as a nanophotonic pulse cutter.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Spectral transmittance from IN1 to OUT1 as a func-
tion of the absorbed pump-pulse energy at �a� �=−20 ps and �b� �=10 ps.
Note the different ordinate scalings.
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